
Form Management Guide 
You are able to create forms to gather information from your organization members, FHSU 

community, or from the general public.  

To begin, visit your student organizations main page. There will be organization menu bar, click 

on the “Forms” tab on the right of this menu bar. Depending on your organization, there may 

already be forms listed on this page. Any forms listed on this page are currently active and open 

for users to fill out.  

1. Once here, you’re going to click the “Manage Forms” button to get started.  

2. This will take you to a screen that hosts all non-archived forms, active or not, allows you 

to look over archived forms, and to create a new form.  

a. Active Forms: These forms can be open and collecting information or not, but 

are still able to be edited. You can copy, publish, and read over any submissions 

that are connected to this form.  You are able to archive them and move them 

into the archived category.  

b. Archived Forms: These are closed forms, they only thing you’ll be able to do is 

read over the submissions attached to the form. You are able to restore them 

and move them into the Active category. 

3. Click the Blue button to create a new form. 

4. The next screen will allow you to customize the form. 

a. Name: Name the form, please ensure that it conveys the purpose of this form 

b. Active: If you’re wanting people to be able to fill out the form, checkmark this 

box.  

c. Start/End Time: This will create guidelines around when a form can be filled out. 

d. Allow Multiple Submissions: If you would like to allow more than one 

submission from a TigerLink User, checkmark this box.  

e. Restriction: You can select who you wish to have access to this form, if no 

boxes are checkmarked then the form will be open to the public.  

  



5. You’re able to save this information and come back, or save and continue to questions. 

If you are ready to set up the form, push the blue “save and continue to questions” 

button on the bottom of the page.  

6. You’ll be taken to the first page of your form, allowing you to further customize your form.  

a. Form Properties: This will take you back to the form you just left, allowing you to 

alter any information that was on the create form page.  

b. Page List: If you have multiple pages, this will give you the ability to look at all of 

them at a single time. This will also allow you to add additional pages to the form. 

c. Page Properties: Allows you to name the page 

d. Check Box List: Allows users to select multiple answers from a single list 

e. Radio Button List: Allows users to select a single answer from a single list 

f. Text Field: allows users to write in an answer to the posed questions 

g. Drop Down List: Allows users to select a single answer from a drop down menu 

h. Instructions: Lets you write out a list of instructions separate from any question 

i. Single Check Box: Allows users to agree with a statement 

j. Ranking: Allows users to prioritize all answers from a single list 

k. File Upload: Allows users to upload a file 

  



7. The form will automatically save as your move through it, so you’re able to change the 

form as you continue along. You shouldn’t alter the form while it is open for users to fill 

out. 


